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QUICK REFERENCE CARD

For immediate assistance, please contact
your local account executive.

Mattress Set-up Instructions

• Place mattress directly on the bed frame ensuring the hose is towards the footend.
• Tie the mattress straps to the loops located at the head of the bed, behind the backrest deck and to  

the loops found on each side under the footend deck.
• Note: Ensure that there is no interference with the movement of the backrest, knee, and foot of the bed.
• Hang the control unit on the footboard and attach the mattress connector to the controller. 
• Ensure the CPR valve is closed. 
• Connect the power cord to an electrical outlet or to the bed auxiliary outlet. The amber light will            

illuminate.  The unit is in standby.

CPR Instructions

• Turn off the controller and turn the CPR valve to the open position.
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This medical support surface is intended to be used by trained and qualified 
medical staff. Restrictions apply regarding its use in specific environments. Please 
refer to the user manual for detailed instructions, safety measures, and warnings. 



Controller Instructions3

This medical support surface is intended to be used by trained and qualified medical 
staff. Restrictions apply regarding its use in specific environments. Please refer to the 
user manual for detailed instructions, safety measures and warnings.
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Turns unit ON/OFF  Green = On  Amber = Standby

To activate MAX INFLATE, press  until max inflate  LED indicator illuminates. The compressor will come on and inflate the 
mattress. This function is also used to firm up the mattress to facilitate repositioning. It automatically deactivates after 20 minutes.

To do the PATIENT SETUP, press the  key and follow the on-screen instructions to set the patients height and weight. 
Patient comfort settings will be adjusted automatically. 

To bypass automatic settings in the patient set up and to increase/decrease comfort pressure levels manually, press the    
SOFT/FIRM  keys. 

The  keys on the control unit allow the caregiver to INCREASE / DECREASE therapy cycle time and rotation angle 
which is displayed on the control unit screen for the different therapies selected.

To program ROTATION THERAPY, press the ROTATION  key.  Use the  keys  to adjust the cycle time.  To adjust 
the ROTATION ANGLE, press the ROTATION  key again and use the  keys to select the desired angle.  Press the 
ROTATION  key once more to activate the rotation based on the selected settings.

To PAUSE rotation therapy cycle time, press the PAUSE   key.

To set ALTERNATING PRESSURE THERAPY, press the AP  key and use the  keys to adjust the cycle time between  
1 and 99 minutes.  Note: Alternating Pressure (AP) therapy is not available during Rotation Therapy.

Press select button  to access menu for other therapies available such as static, pulsation & massage.  Follow the 
instruction on the screen to configure the desired settings.

To activate LOW AIR LOSS, press  until the LOW AIR LOSS  LED indicator illuminates.

To SILENCE ALARM, press the ALARM SILENCE KEY  until the LED indicator illuminates.

To set LOCK OUT, press and hold the LOCK KEY  until the LED indicator illuminates. To unlock, press and hold the LOCK 
KEY   until the LED indicator turns off. 

Manufactured by KAP Medical
1395 Pico Street, Corona, California 92881
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